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A new Crumbl Cookies recently opened in Western Hills. Crumbl Cookies is a cookie

store that changes the 6 cookies featured on the menu every week. This line up for this week

includes Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chunk, Molten Lava, Cookie Dough, Chocolate Pistachio Pie,

Cake Batter, and Chocolate Peanut Butter

Chip. Each cookie ranges from 560-920

calories. If you were interested in purchasing

a cookie you could buy individually for

$4.48, a 4-pack for $14.60, a 6-pack for

$22.48, or a party box which includes 12

cookies for $38.23.

There is a split opinion on whether or not Crumbl is overrated. It is also hard to tell the

overall review of the store without looking at each cookie for the week individually. Reviewing

the cookies, on a scale of 1-10 the Molten Lava was a nothing/10, because they were sold out.

The Cookie Dough was 2/10, the cookie icing had a strange aftertaste, however, if you like

eating cookie dough then you would enjoy it because it was very doughy. Cake Batter was a

4/10, similar to the cookie dough, it was pretty raw tasting. It tasted like funfetti and so the

overall taste was good; however, the icing-cookie ratio was unbalanced and the mound of icing

was extremely sweet. The Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chunk received a 5/10, it was good and tasted

like a typical chocolate chip cookie but some parts were so salty that it felt like I was choking on

ocean water. The Chocolate Pistachio Pie was a 7/10, the icing was a weird texture but the taste

was fine and the chocolate part of the cookie was pleasant. Finally the Chocolate Peanut Butter



was a 9/10, it had a lot of peanut butter but that was expected, it mostly tasted like a peanut

butter brownie.

To close, they're good cookies but not for $4. Overall, Crumble has some good cookies,

not every cookie is going to be for everyone, and the idea that there are new cookies each week

can allow for people to eventually find something good. The price could be warranted because of

how large they are, but it’s still a lofty price when you compare it to how many cookies you can

get for $4 at the grocery store.


